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RED LETTER ORDER

Mr. Trump and Galactic Federation, It is the time to act now,
upon Cease and Desisting all Courts around the World to
Communicate with the Sovereign Integral People, in any format,
by phone, postal, text, email, or any other means, until the
correct governance of council of 12 are legitimately installed in
2025. This will include United States Supreme Court black robe
as well. Any administration, and Court Recorders fraud Offices
are to close upon this notice, or you will lose the chance of help
running the Galactic upcoming contact Federation helping hue-
manity, in its transition of higher vibrational consciousness,
awareness. The deception, of the current situation on all
Computers, Private or Public running the false paradigm of
enslavement as we move forward in this transition of Freedom



and Enlightenment. Australia’s People are to be guarded as well
as New Zealand, from any other Country takeover such as
China, Russia or otherwise. Dismantle the Fraud Office of their
Governance. Disclosure is much needed there immediately to
the People for no fear mongering. The U.S. Invasion for the
positive outcome in Great Briton original, to take out the wrong
doers in Fraud Office of Governance, including Barristers,
Attorney’s private i.e., I.R.S. Bar Association and potentially
Lawyers without Bar Association member Card holders. Also
Police supporting the Child and Adult trafficking, imposed upon
the People for a very long, long time ago where it started. This
order is not to be faltered or tethered with. It is a Direct Order.

The Black Robes of Satin High Priest in Churches, Admin.
Courts, Banks, Officers with a badge of the Courts, are to be
dismantled immediately, and put on permanent retirement, and
to confiscate all of their ills, and release in reparations to the
Sovereign Integral Peoples of all, throughout the World, not
hard to do with the technology and quickly, by financial means
and imprisonment, as I Ordered to be done some months ago.

All this is Ordered on this day 08/12/2020 shall be
commence no later that August 15th upon your transition into
your current field with the Galactic Federation, and limited
public Politic arena speeches, against any fraud party in which
both are in its past status, so let it go. Stop the hate speeches and
fear mongering, that word is coming to a close, POLITICS,
POLITICAL. Instead you are Ordered to predominantly to
perform with our Galactic Friends with the new of old, 6000
patents hidden for over 100 + years for hue-manity, to bring



forth it all, and work worldwide for the rapid outcome for the
Hue-mana-tarian projects with the Treasury, and wealth centers.
Mr. Trump you are putting people in a lower conscious state of
mind then rising them up. Stop the duality by your faltered
speeches. If it is not all good, then stop it. Even your texts in the
social media. Last Order by Notice.

I Daryl Arthur Payan, was divorced by the Motu Proprio, in
2013 by the Pope from the Vatican by way of the Church in
Santa Ana, California, with Rosina Gomez and she is to take
that madden Sir name back and leave the Payan name alone and
intact. All others that were married by the Church outside of the
10 mile Square Vatican, foreign Status. To Charge all fraud and
deception to the individuals proclaiming money off of the
Marriage Certificate or license, Birth Certificates or Drivers
Licensing or Stored Wealth into the Social Service 9 digit cards
in Courts Administering, their rightful inheritance, as a
fraudulent 3rd party. Satin Priest decision making and claiming
the Sovereign Integral People are dead upon arrival, and stealing
their Gods weight & Gold of live Birth by Hospital Registrar
bastardizing the baby or infant, and capturing the energy of/and
the Kings Credits for all, in the 8 Point Star St. Patrick’s Flag up
top. This is now to stop Worldwide. 08/12/2020

Mr. Trump this will be revisited on August 15th through the 17th

If, the changes were not made, in the Courts, Especially Hemet,
California, then all Cards off of the Table for You and Your
Family and Administration forevermore.



There is a planetary love potion upon the planet of Purple
Plasma energy in which we all are operating on. St. Germaine
clearly expresses this. Here are photos of that I took and you
with the Galactic Federation of Peace, Abundance for the next
1000 years into Eternity.

Blessings to all in our New Earth!

King Arthur I, Aka Daryl Arthur Payan I


